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A module is uniserial if its submodules are linearly ordered under 
inclusion. A ring is right serial if it is a direct sum of uniserial right ideals. 
No chain conditions are assumed. A right serial ring is necessarily semiper- 
feet. The structure of a nonsingular (left and right) serial ring with right 
Krull dimension one was described in [12]. In this paper, we describe the 
structure of an arbitrary serial ring of right Krull dimension one. We also 
give an example to show that a uniform module over a serial ring of Krull 
dimension one need not be uniserial. Thus a fact which was very useful in 
the study of Noetherian serial rings and nonsingular serial rings of Krull 
dimension one [ 12, 131 is no longer available. We shall show that the local 
projective modules over a serial ring of Krull dimension one are naturally 
organized into “cliques” (see definitions below). These give rise to elemen- 
tary serial rings: serial rings which have only one clique. An elementary 
serial ring falls into one of four categories, depending on characteristics of 
the clique from which it arises. This is the subject matter of Section 1. 
In Section 2 we describe the structure of an arbitrary serial ring of Krull 
dimension one in terms of the elementary rings arising from its cliques. 
A local module is one with unique maximal proper submodule. A local 
element is one which generates a local module. For details on Krull dimen- 
sion and critical modules, see [6]. A ring is QF if it is Artinian and an 
injective cogenerator on both sides. R is right PF if R is injective as a right 
R-module and semiperfect with f.g. essential right socle. R is right QF-3 if 
there is a minimal faithful module (in the sense that it is a direct summand 
of every faithful module). Z(M) denotes the singular submodule of 
the module M. Given simple right R-modules U and V, U is called a 
(k-th degree) successor of V (and V a k-th degree predecessor of U) if there 
exists a uniserial module M such that M/MJz V and MJk E U [ 131. The 
(first degree) successor of V, when it exists, is denoted by U= a(V). 
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When it exists, the successor (predecessor) of a simple module is unique 
[ 13, Lemma 5.31. 
Let J denote the Jacobson radical of R, I= fi,“= r J”. J(S) and I(S) will 
have the same meaning in an arbitrary ring S. It was shown in [ 121 that if 
R is a serial ring with right Krull dimension one, then Zk = 0 for some k. 
This will be assumed throughout unless explicitly stated otherwise. All 
modules are unitary, usually right modules. To simplify the notation, let Rk 
denote R/Ik and E,(M) denote the R,-injective hull of an &-InOdUle M. 
We shall need the following from [14]. 
PROPOSITION A (cf. [ 14, Lemma 1.1; Theorem 1.93 ). Let R be semiper- 
feet such that R/I is serial. Then for any local module M and f.g. submodule 
M’ such that M>M’>MI, MI= n;=, MJ”= fir=, M’J”=M’I. rf also 
MI* = 0 <MI and R is serial, then Ann, I= MI. 
PROPOSITION B (cf. [ 14, Theorems 1.5-1.81). Let M be a uniserial injec- 
tive R/I-module over a serial ring R. 
(a) If M is l-critical or f.g. Artinian, then for any local elements x, y 
in E,(M)\M, either xR< yR or yR<xR. 
(b) Zf for any local elements x, y in E,(M)\M either xR < yR or 
yR < xR, then E,(M) is uniserial. 
(c) If E,(M) is uniserial so is E,(M) for all natural numbers k. 
1. ELEMENTARY SERIAL RINGS 
DEFINITION. A set B= {PI, . . . . P,> of local projective modules over a 
serial ring R is a clique if 
(i) the Pi are pairwise nonisomorphic; 
(ii) a(P,/PiJ) = Pi+ ,/P,+ I J for i= 1, . . . . m - 1 and 
(iii) either o(P,/P,J)= PI/P, J or P,/P, J has no predecessor and 
P,/P,J has no successor. 
We shall refer to the first case in (iii) as a “circular” clique, the second as 
a “linear” one. 
Every local projective module belongs to a clique and distinct cliques are 
disjoint by [13]. 
Given cliques B and B’, we say B’ is a successor of B (B is a predecessor 
of B’) if there exist P E B, P’ E B’, x E PI\PI* such that P’ + xR is a 
projective cover. We shall use the notation B’= a(B). The context will 
always make clear whether we mean simple successor or clique successor. 
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PROPOSITION 1.1. Suppose B is a clique cf m locul projective modules 
over a serial ring R with Krull dimension one. Then the successor (resp. 
predecessor) of B is unique if it exists. 
Proof. If PI = 0 for all P E B, then B has no successor. Assue P, Q are in 
B with XE PI\PI’, YE QI\QZ2. Let P’ --H xR, Q’ -++ yR be projective 
covers. We want to show that P’ and Q’ belong to the same clique. W.1.o.g. 
we may assume P + QJ’ for some 0 < t < m. We have 
Q 
T 
d 
P -%, QJ’ 
T 1 
II d 
PI- Ql 
J J 
.uR yR 
Let z be an element of PI such that q(z) = y. One of two possibilities must 
hold 
Q'- zR - yR or P’ - xR 
J J 
P’ - zJ” = xR Q'- xJ” = zR- YR 
for some n. In either case, it is clear that P’ and Q’ belong to the same 
clique. Hence the successor of B, if it exists, is unique. 
Suppose B, and B2 are two candidates for predecessor of B. For any 
local projective module Q, let Q* = Hom(Q, R). Then Q* is a local projec- 
tive left R-module. Clearly B* = {Q* 1 Q E B} is a clique of local projective 
left R-modules and B** = B. Since B is a successor of B,, there exist local 
idempotents e, f in R and a local element .X = jke in fRe and not in I* 
such that eR ++ xR < fI<fR where eRE B and fR E B,. This induces 
Rf + Rx < Ze < Re in R-Mod. Hence B: = a(B*). By the first part of the 
proof, BT = B:. Hence B, = B2. 
Call a serial ring elementary if it has only one clique. If e, , . . . . e, are local 
idempotents of R and B= {e,R, . . ..e.R} is a clique, let u=el + ... +e,, 
S = uRu. We shall show that the structure of S is determined by properties 
of the clique B. It is clear that S is elementary and serial with Krull 
dimension one or less. This notation will stand through the remainder of 
Section 1. 
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LEMMA 1.2. If‘ B= {e, R, . . . . e, R } is a clique for u serial ring R, then 
e , J”’ ’ > e , s” provided e, J”’ ’ # 0. More generally, e, J”’ ’ > ei J” ~ ‘+ ’ ,for 
i= 1 , . . . . m. 
Proc?f: If m = 1, there is nothing to prove. If m z=- 1, there exists a cyclic 
uniform module M such that MIMJr e, R/e, J and MJr e, R/e, J. By 
projectivity, e, R is a projective cover of e, J. Similarly e3 R is a projective 
cover of e, J2, . . . . e,, R is a projective cover of e, J”-, (unless e, J”‘~ ’ = 0). 
The renult follows immediately. 
LEMMA 1.3. [f B= {e,R, . . . . e, R} is a clique and k > 1 is the smallest 
index such that e, I” = 0, then e,Ik ’ > 0 for i = 1, . . . . m. If also 
a(e,,, RIe,,,J) = e, R/e, J, then e,Ik = 0 for i = 1, . . . . m. 
Proof As in Lemma 1.2, e,R is a projective cover of e,J’- ‘, 
iE { 1, . . . . m}. This induces e,I --++ e,Z. Hence e,Zk-’ >0 for iE (1, . . . . m}. If 
a(e,,R/e,,J) = e, R/e, J, then for each i there exists j such that e, R is a 
projective cover of e, Jl. This induces e, Z --H e,Z. Hence eif = 0. 
LEMMA 1.4. Suppose B = {el R, . . . . e, R) is a clique for the serial ring R. 
Then B(S) F {e, S, . . . . e,S> is a clique for S. Zf B is circular, then B(S) is 
circular. 
Proof: An isomorphism e,Sr ejS induces an isomorphism e,R E eiR. 
Hence the members of B(S) are pairwise nonisomorphic. For each i > 1, 
an epimorphism ej R + e, , J induces an S-epimorphism eiS -+ ei_ , J(S). 
Hence a(e,S/e,J(S)) = ei +, S/ei+, J(S) for i= 1 , . . . . m - 1. If also 
a(e,RIe,J)=e,R/e,J, then a(e,S/e,J(S))=(e,S/e,J(S)). In this case, 
B(S) is circular. 
PROPOSITION 1.5. Let R be a serial ring with Krull dimension one. Let 
B = (e, R, . . . . e, R) be a linear clique for R. Then S = uRu is Artinian serial 
and indecomposable. 
Proof: S is clearly indecomposable and serial. Suppose B(S) = 
{e, S, . . . . e, S} has the property that e, S/e, J(S) has no predecessor. Then 
e,S/e, J(S) has no successor (the only candidate would be e, S/e, J(S)). 
Then e,S/e,Z(S) is Artinian by [13, Lemma 5.53 and then e,S/e,Z(S) is 
also Artinian for each i = 1, . . . . m [ 13, Lemma 5.101. If Z(S) = 0, we are 
done. If Z(S) > 0 then eiZ(S) > 0 for some i. Choose any x0 E eiZ(S)\eiZ(S)2. 
Since ejZ(S) is not f.g. there exists a sequence ix,,} ceil(S) such that 
x, + , J(S) = x,S for n 2 0. By uniqueness of predecessors, this will even- 
tually provide a predecessor for e, S/e, J(S), contradiction. Hence in this 
case, S is Artinian. 
If e, S/e, J(S) has a predecessor, the only candidate is e,,,S/e, J(S). Then 
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there is an epimorphism e, S -++ e,,,J(S) > 0. Also there are epimorphisms 
r,S --H E, , .Z( S) for i = 2, . . . . m. Thus, if any e,S has finite length (as an 
S-module), then all ejS do, and S is Artinian. If no e,S is annihilated by a 
finite power of J(S), then for all i, e,S is a projective cover of eiJ(S)m. Say 
r,.Z( ,S)“’ = x,S, where X, = er.x,ei. Let x = x, + . . + x,. Then J(S)km = xkS 
for k > 1. But .K, E Z for all i because of the hypothesis on B. Since I’ = 0 for 
some t hence .Z(S)N = 0 for some N. 
Eisenbud and Griffith have described four possible structures for an 
indecomposable serial Artinian ring A [ 11. 
(i) A is simple Artinian; 
(ii) A is a direct sum of homogeneous local uniserial modules 
(equivalently, A is an Artinian p.i.r.); 
(iii) A is Morita equivalent to a factor ring of a full ring of upper 
triangular matrices over a division ring; or 
(iv) A/J(A)* is QF and A has no homogeneous projective modules. 
The following useful modification of Baer’s Criterion for semiperfect 
rings seems to have gone unnoticed. 
LEMMA 1.6. Suppose R is semiperfect. Then module U is injective iff for 
all local idempotents e in R, for all submodules B< eR the canonical 
homomorphism 
Hom(eR, U) + Hom(B, U) is an epimorphism. 
Proof One direction is trivial. Suppose that the condition on sub- 
modules of eR holds for all local idempotents e in R. Let C< R and 
J C -+ U. As in the proof of Baer’s Criterion, consider {(C,, f,) 1 Ci >, C and 
f, extends f } partially ordered by (C,, f;) < (C,, f,) iff Cj d Cj and& extends 
,f,. By Zorn’s Lemma, let (C*, f *) be a maximal element. If C* < R, we can 
find an element r = erv not in C*, where e and v are local idempotents of R. 
Let A={a~Rlra~c*}. Clearly A=vA@(l-v)R. Define g:uA+U by 
g(va)= f*(ra)= f *(rva). This is a well defined R-homomorphism. By 
hypothesis,. there exists g’: vR + U such that for all va E VA, g’(va) = g(ua). 
Let g’(v) = x = XD. Define f ‘: C* + rR -+ U by f’(c+rs)=f*(c)+xs (for 
cEC* and SE R). If c + rs = 0 then rs = -c, hence USE VA. We have 
f*(rvs) = g(vs) = xs. Hence f*(c) + xs =f*(c + rvs) = 0. Thus f’ is well 
defined and provides a proper extension off*, contradiction. 
LEMMA 1.7. Let B = {e, R, . . . . e,R} be a circular clique for the serial 
ring R with Krull dimension one. Let u = e, + . . . f e, and S = uRu. Suppose 
k > 0 is the smallest index such that e, Zk = 0 and assume that 
Hom( uR/uJ, uZk - ’ ) # 0. Then uR is jlat as a left S-module. 
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Proof: W.1.o.g. assume I’ = 0. Circularity of B and the fact that 
Hom(uR/uJ, uI’ ’ ) # 0 imply that each e, R has nonzero socle. 
uR = @ uRf wherefruns over some set of local orthogonal idempotents of 
R. If f is a local idempotent of S (i.e., fR E B) or if fR is isomorphic to a 
member of B, then u&f is projective, hence flat as a left S-module. 
Suppose fR is not isomorphic to a member of B. If k Q 2, then uRf = 0. 
Suppose then that k > 2. We need to show that if A is a f.g. right ideal of S, 
the canonical homomorphism A @ uRf -+ ARf is a monomorphism. In light 
of [ 13, Theorem 3.33 and Lemma 1.6, it is enough to show that for all local 
idempotents e, e’ in S and all local elements a = cue’ E es, the canonical 
homomorphism aSO uRf + aRf is a monomorphism. Uniseriality of uRf 
reduces this to proving that if a=eue’, r=e’rf, and ur=O, then u@r=O. 
By hypothesis, if cf # 0, rfR > e’Ik - ‘, hence uIk ’ = 0. It follows that a E el. 
If possible, choose a smallest integer t such that a’(B) = B. If no such t 
exists or if t > k then a = 0 and we are done. If t < k, then all nonzero f.g. 
submodules of eR/eI, eI’/rI’+ ‘, . . . . eIN’/eIN’+ ’ have projective covers in B. 
By hypothesis, k = Nt + 1 for suitable N. Now I(S) = ulu (see the proof of 
[13, Prop.2.71). Then O=INf’ (S) < IN(S). Also, if es E ef’(S)\er” ‘(S), 
then el’” 2 esR > c.I”‘+ ’ for n < N. Say UE eI’“\eI”‘+ ‘, n < N. Then 
al= elf”+ ‘. It follows that af “’ I # 0. Since ur = 0, rR < e’Ik-“I+ ’ = 
e’l”N-“). But then, considering projective covers and uniqueness of clique 
’ successors, we have r E e I ‘(N “I+ ’ = e’lrcN -- “)I. We can find a local element 
s = e’se” (e” a local idempotent of S) in e’FtN ‘!I and r’ = e”r’f in e”1 such 
that r = sr’. Then a @ r = us @ r’ with usJK(S) = 0 for some K. We can then 
express r’ as s’r” with s’ in JK(S) and r” E uRf: Hence a @ r = ass’@ r” = 0 
in A@uRf 
PROPOSITION 1.8. Suppose R is a serial ring M’ith Krull dimension one. 
Suppose B = {e, R, . . . . e,, R} is a circular clique for R with associated circular 
clique B(S) = (e, S, . . . . e,,,S} for S = uRu. Let k be the smallest index such 
that Hom(uR, e, I”) = 0. If any one eiR/e, Ik has uniseriul cyclic R,-injective 
hull, then UN e, R/eiIk do and UN eiRle,Ik are quasi-injective in Mod-R,. 
Furthermore, S is right QF-3, serial, and indecomposable with KruN dimen- 
sion one or less; S has f.g. essential socle; and each eiS is quasi-injective with 
uniseriul cyclic injective hull. 
ProoJ: Note that Hom(uR, eiZk)=O for all i= 1, . . . . m. Otherwise, there 
exists e;xe,Ee,I’e,\e,I’+‘e, for some jE { 1, . . . . m} and some t 2 k. By 
uniqueness of predecessors in R-Mod, there exists e, ye, E e, I’e,\e, I’+ ‘e, 
or else Fe, is finitely generated with projective cover Rf for some fRE B. 
But then by [lo, Theorem 1.11 and [13, Lemma 5.61 applied in R-Mod, 
Rf/Jf has no predecessor. Either case leads to a contradiction. Clearly 
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S z End(uR/uIk). We may therefore assume w.1.o.g. that Ik = 0 and e, R is 
injective. We have a commutative diagram 
E(e2R) --J-+ e,R 
If k > 1, the hypotheses imply that eiIk- ’ is Artinian but not f.g. for 
i= 1, . . . . m. Nevertheless, we claim that E(e,R) is uniserial. Now e21kp ’ 
is R’-injective [ 10, Lemma 2.21, hence e21k ~ ’ = Ann, I= EIkp ‘, where 
E = E(e,R). Given any local element XE E\e21k-‘, there exists ib 1 such 
that XI’ > XI’+ ’ = 0. Clearly xl’< e21km-‘. If the inclusion were strict, this 
would imply xl’ is f.g. and xl’/xl’J has a predecessor, contradicting 
[ 13, Lemma 5.61. Hence xl’= e,Ikp ‘. Now r induces a monomorphism: 
E/e21k~‘+elR/elIk~‘. Hence E/e,Ikp ’ is uniserial. Given local elements 
x, y in E, either x, yEe21k-’ or xEe21k-’ and y is not, or both x and 
y$ e21kp ‘. In the first case, xR d yR or yR Q xR. In the second case, 
xR 6 yR. In the third case, xR d yR + e21k ~ ’ or yR 6 xR + e,Ik- ‘. This 
yields xR d yR + yI’ < yR or yR < xR + xl’ d xR for suitable i, j. Hence E 
is uniserial for k 2 1. 
Since r(EJ) < r(e2 R) and ker(r) 6 e, R, EJ< e2 R. Similarly, each ei R has 
uniserial cyclic injective hull (in Mod-R,) and E(eiR) J” < e,R for 
i = 1, . . . . m. Also, any epimorphism e, R ++ e, J” has nontrivial kernel. 
Next we claim that each e,R is quasi-injective and that 
Hom(uR/uJ, uIk ~ ’ ) # 0 so that we may apply Lemma 1.7. If e,R is already 
injective there is nothing to prove. If not, we have e,R g ejJh for some j, h, 
where e,R is injective. Any homomorphism cp: eiR -+ e/R carries e,Jh into 
itself. Hence each eiR is quasi-injective. If k = 1, injectivity of e, R implies 
that e, R has finite length, otherwise it is isomorphic to a proper submodule 
of itself. Hence all ejR have finite length. In particular, in this case, 
Hom(uR, MI”-‘) # 0. If k > 1, the existence of an epimorphism eR ++ eJ” 
with nontrivial kernel (for all eR E B) implies that Soc(uR) # 0. The choice 
of k then guarantees that Hom(uR/uJ, uIk ~ ‘) # 0. 
That S is indecomposable, serial with Krull dimension one or less is 
trivial. Flatness of uR in S-Mod and injectivity of e, R imply injectivity of 
e, SE Hom(uR, e, R). By the first part of the proof, applied to S, each e,S 
has uniserial cyclic injective hull and is quasi-injective. Clearly the right 
socle of S is f.g. and essential. Moreover, if { Vi> is a representative set of 
simple right ideals of S, then U = @ E,( V,) is a minimal faithful module. 
Hence S is right QF-3 [ 11, Prop. 4.11. 
Recall that a local module is homogeneous if all its f.g. submodules have 
the same projective cover. 
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PROPOSITION 1.9. Let R be a serial ring with Krull dimension one. 
Suppose B = {e, R, . . . . e, R} is a circular clique for R with corresponding 
circular clique {e, S, . . . . e,S} for S. Suppose that k is the smallest integer 
such that Hom(uR, e, Ik) = 0. Assume that all local projective R,-modules 
are noninjective as R,-modules and that one of the following holds; 
(a) k=l; or 
(b) k > 1 and Hom(uR/uJ, uR/uZk) = 0. 
Then 
(1) for each i, eiR/eiIk has uniserial, non-f.g. injective hull in Mod-R, 
and the same is true for each e,S in Mod-S; 
(2) for each i, .Z(e,R/e,P) <eil/eiIk and Z(e,S)<e,Z(S) (conse- 
quently, if k > 1, Soc( S,) = Soc( sS) = 0); and 
(3) S is a factor ring of a (T : J)-upper triangular matrix ring where T 
is a homogeneous local serial ring of Krull dimension one or zero and for 
some a E T, J(T) = aT = Ta. Furthermore Z(T) < I(T) and if k > 1, 
Soc( TT) = Soc( .T) = 0. 
Proof Without loss of generality, assume Ik = 0 and e,Zk- ’ > 0. 
If k = 1, the result is already known [ 1, Theorem 4.11 and [ 13, 
Theorem 5.141. 
Suppose (b) holds. Then Soc(e,R) =0 and the injective hull of e,R is 
uniserial for each i (Prop. B). Since this injective hull, by hypothesis, is not 
cyclic, we conclude Z(ejR) <e,Z. We claim that Soc(eiS) = 0 for each i. 
Indeed, suppose 0 # x = eixe, E Soc(e,S). Choose s = se, E J(S) such that 
e,sR = e,J”(R). Then xJ”(R) = 0. By uniqueness of simple successors, we 
would have Hom(uR/uJ, uR/uZk) # 0, contradiction. Hence Soc(eiS) = 0. 
By Proposition B, each e,S has uniserial injective hull in Mod-S and by the 
proof of Proposition 1.8, E(e,S) is not cyclic for each i= 1, . . . . m. Also 
Z(eS) < eZ(S) for all local idempotents e E S. If Soc( .S) # 0, pick 0 # exe’ E 
Soc(,S) where e and e’ are local idempotents of S. Pick y = eye such that 
yS = eJ(S)m. Then ( y(exe’S 0 (1 - e) S)) = 0, hence y E Z(S), contradiction. 
Properties (1) and (2) follow immediately. 
We now show that (1) and (2) imply (3). Fix an injective hull of e,S. 
Then ejS may be identified with e, J(S)‘-’ for i = 1, . . . . m. As a ring, S may 
be identified with a matrix ring whose elements have the form [qij] where 
‘pii: elJ(S)j-’ -+e, J(S)j-‘, i, jE (1, . . . . m). Note that the image of ‘pii is 
contained in e, J(S)j- ’ if i< j. Using the injective hull and a length 
argument, we can find an extension *ii1 e1 S + e, S (t+Gij need not be unique). 
On the other hand, any homomorphism A: e, S + e, S induces by restriction 
ahomomorphism:e,J(S)‘~‘+e,J(S)j-~’delJ(S)’-’(ifidj).Ifi>jand 
qii:e,J(S)‘--‘+e,J(S)‘-‘, the image is a submodule of e, J(S)m. Again 
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using the injective hull, there is an extension tiii: e,S+ e,S. By a length 
argument, tiii(e, S) < e,.Z(S). It follows that +&e, S) < e,.Z(S)m. This 
implies $ ii E J( T) where T = End,( e, S) g e 1 Se, = e 1 Re, . Conversely, given 
I.: e, S + e,S such that A E J(T), L must fail to be an epimorphism. Hence 
im(A)<e,.Z(S)” and then for i> j, A induces a homomorphism 
e,J(S)‘-’ -+ e,J(S)‘- ’ +m < e, J(S)‘- ‘. Thus we have shown that S is a 
factor ring of a (T: J)-upper triangular matrix ring where T is a 
homogeneous local serial ring. It is straightforward to show that the 
projective cover e, R ++ e, J” determines an element a E T such that 
J(T) = UT= Tu. It is easy to see that Z(T) = e, Ze, and so T has Krull 
dimension one. That Soc( T) = 0 (both sides) follows from the same 
property for S. 
There remains the possibility that for the serial ring R, B= 
{el R, . . . . e,R j is a circular clique satisfying 
(Hl) e,Zkpl > e,Z” = 0 with k > 1; 
(H2) no e,R is R,-injective; and 
(H3) Hom(uR/u.Z, zJk ‘) > 0. 
LEMMA 1.10. Let R be a serial ring with Krull dimension one and B a 
circular clique satisfying hypotheses Hl-H3 described above. Then S = uRu 
is an indecomposable serial ring such that for all local idempotents e in S, 
0 < Soc(eS) < eZ(S) < eJ”‘(S) < Z(eS). Furthermore, Soc(,S) is Jg. and 
(left) essential in S. 
Proof By the proof of [14, Prop. 2.71, Z(S) = UZU > 0. By hypothesis 
H3 and circularity of B, Soc(eS) > 0 for all local idempotents e in S. We 
claim that also Soc(Se) > 0 for some (hence all) e. If all Se have zero socle, 
by Proposition B, all E(Se) are uniserial. If any one E(Se) is f.g. (cyclic!), 
then by Proposition 1.8 S has f.g. essential eft socle, contradiction. But 
then Proposition 1.9 applies to S-Mod and yields Soc(S,) = 0, contra- 
diction. Hence some and then all Se have nonzero socle. 
For each local idempotent e in S, choose x = e’xe such that 
Soc(Se) = Sx, where e’ is a local idempotent. Then e’R is a projective cover 
of e.Z(S)’ for some id m. Choose y = eye’ such that eJ(S)’ = yS. Then 
y( e’xS 0 ( 1 - e’) S) = 0. Hence eJ( S)m < eZ( S). 
The next proposition shows that conditions Hl-H3 occur precisely when 
the conclusion of Proposition B(c) fails. 
PROPOSITION 1.11. Let R be a serial ring with Krull dimension one. Let 
B = {e, R, . . . . e, R} be a circular clique. Let k be the smallest integer for 
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which Hom(uR, uIk) =O. W.1.o.g. assume Ik =O. The following are 
equivalent : 
(a) Hl-H3 holdfor B; 
(b) E(e, R) is not uniserial; 
(c) E(e,R) is not uniserial for all iE { 1, . . . . m}. 
Proof: (a) j (c). If E(ejR) were uniserial for a particular j, since no 
e,R is injective, we could find x E E(eiR) such that e1 R = xJ”’ < xR z e,R. 
This induces a monomorphism of e,-S into e,J(S), which is impossible by 
Lemma 1.10. 
(c) 3 (b) trivially. 
(b) 3 (a). Certainly k 3 2 and Hom(uR/uJ, uZk-‘) # 0. (b) implies e, R 
is not injective. If some e,R were injective, we would have a commutative 
diagram for suitable t 
The proof of Proposition 1.8 then shows that E(e, R) is uniserial, 
contradiction. 
We remark that the injective hull of every local projective R-module is 
uniserial iff the same holds true for every factor R, = R/I” (k 3 1). Indeed, 
conditions Hl-H3 on some circular clique B, of Rk imply that for the 
corresponding local idempotents of R, elk = 0 and Hl-H3 hold for the 
corresponding clique of R. 
It is clear from Lemma 1.10 that in the presence of a circular clique B 
satisfying conditions Hl-H3, the associated ring S= uRu must be right 
QF-3 or must have some local direct summand whose injective hull is not 
uniserial. We shall now show that under these circumstances, S cannot be 
right QF-3. 
LEMMA 1.12. Suppose R is a serial ring with Krull dimension one and 
B = {e, R, . . . . e,R} is a circular clique satisfying conditions Hl-H3. Let 
u = e, + . . . + e, and S = uRu. If S is right QF-3, then some e,R is quasi- 
injective. 
Proof By [ 11, Prop. 4.11, some local direct summand of S is injective. 
W.1.o.g. say e,S is injective. Then e, R is quasi-injective. Indeed, given a 
submodule e,X<e, R and a homomorphism cp: e, A’--+ e, R there is an 
induced S-homomorphism cp’: e, Xu -+ e, Ru with extension ~“1 e, Ru + 
e,Ru. Say (p”(ei)=s=e,su. Define cp*:e,R+e,R by q*(e,r)=se,r. If 
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there is y E e, X such that q*(y) # q(y), by conditions Hl-H3, there exists 
O# [q*(y)- q(y)] ruESoc(e,R). But yruEe,Xu, so cp*(yru)= cp(yru), 
contradiction. Hence ‘p* extends cp. 
For i2 1, Sot’(R) is defined by: Soc’(R)=Soc(R,) and Soc’+‘(R)/Soc’(R) 
= Soc(R/Soc’(R)). 
LEMMA 1.13. Suppose R is a serial ring with Krull dimension one and 
B = {e, R, . . . . e, R} is a circular clique satisfying conditions Hl-H3. Let R’ 
denote R/Soc”‘( R), T= End(u’R’) (where u = e, + . . . + e,). Then 
(a) B’= {e’R’\eREB} IS a circular clique satisfying HllH3 with the 
same value of k as B; 
(b) Tr S/Sot’=(S); 
(c) zf S = uRu is right QF-3, so is T. 
Proof (a) is clear. 
(b). Let ( )’ denote classes modulo Soc”( R). Map S + T by r = uru H 
f(r) where f (r)(u’) = u’r’u’. This is clearly a surjective ring homomorphism 
with kernel So?‘(S). 
(c). Since S is right QF-3, we may assume w.1.o.g. that e,S is injective 
[ 11, Prop. 4.11. There is an epimorphism e, S + e, J( S)“’ which, by injec- 
tivity of e, S, has kernel z e, Sot”‘(S). It follows that e, J(S)m c Ann,,, 
Socm(S). Let S’ denote S/Socm(S). By circularity of B and condition H3, 
Soc(e, S) z Soc(e’, S’). The S’-injective hull of e’, S’, Ann,,,(Soc”(S)), is 
then uniserial cyclic. By Proposition 1.8, T is right QF-3. 
LEMMA 1.14. Suppose R is a serial ring with Krull dimension one and 
B= {e, R, . . . . e, R’, is a circular clique satisfying Hl-H3. Zf S = uRu is right 
QF-3, then, for all eR E B, E(eR) is uniserial. 
Proof W.1.o.g. we may assume Zk = 0 and e, S is injective. Let e = e, . By 
the proof of Lemma 1.12, eR is quasi-injective. It is enough to prove that 
E(eR) is uniserial. If not, we can find local elements x~eZ~-*\eZ~-’ and 
y E E(eR) such that yZ> yZ2 = 0, xR n yR = eZk- ’ and yet neither xR < yR 
nor yR d xR. By the argument of Proposition 1.8, xl= yZ= elk- ‘. Uni- 
queness of clique predecessors allows us to assume x = xf and y= yf for 
some local idempotent f. Considering the kernels of epimorphisms 
fR -+ xR and fR + yR we have either xR -H yR or yR + xR. In 
the first case, there is an extension to E(eR) -+ E(eR). Since eR is quasi- 
injective, xR is carried into eR, hence yR < eR, contradiction. 
In the second case, xR z yR/K for some K = ekgR < elk ~ ’ where g is a 
local idempotent of S. Since eS is injective and they have isomorphic 
socles, there is an embedding of eS/ekgS into eS. Say [e] H es,e. Clearly, 
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es,eR > el, otherwise eS,,e E eZ(S). Then es,eZ’- ‘(S) = 0 (where eZ’- ‘(S) > 
eZ’( S) = 0); hence ekgS > el’ - ‘(S), contradiction. There is an induced (well- 
defined) homomorphism eR/ekgR +eR where [er] ~es,er. If esOer=O, 
we claim that er E ekgR. Certainly eru E ekgS hence in ekgR. If er( 1 - U) $ 
ekgR, there is a local idempotent h such that erh I$ ekgR. If hR is isomorphic 
to some fR E B, it can easily be’shown that erh E ekgR. Suppose then that 
hR is not isomorphic to a member of B. Then erhR > elk- ’ and es,erh = 0 
implies es,eZk - ’ =O, contradiction. It follows that xR r wR/K for some 
w E eR. The induced isomorphism wR/K -+ yR/K extends to a 
homomorphism E(eR/K) + E(eR/K). By iteration of Lemma 1.13, since 
K= e Sodm(R) for some i, eR/K is quasi-injective. Hence, yR/K< eR/K 
from which follows yR G eR, contradiction. 
In light of Proposition 1.11, Lemmas 1.13 and 1.14 yield 
PROPOSITION 1.15. Suppose R is a serial ring with right Krull dimension 
one. Suppose B is a circular clique satisfying Hl-H3. Then S= uRu is 
indecomposable serial; 0 < Soc( eS) < eZ( S) < eJ”‘( S) < Z(eS) for all local 
idempotents e; Soc(Se) # 0 for all local idempotents e E S and the injective 
hull of every local projective right S-module is not uniserial. 
EXAMPLES. The following examples show that a commutative elemen- 
tary serial ring with Krull dimension one and essential socle need not be 
QF-3. It follows immediately that over such a ring the (R2-) injective hull 
of a uniserial (R,-) module is not uniserial. For both examples, let T 
denote the ring of integers localized at a prime ideal (p) (or any noncom- 
plete local serial commutative Noetherian ring). Let V= E( T/J( T)), 
U=E(T).D~~~~~S={(~,~)~~ET,~EV},R={(~,~,~)~~ET,~EU,VEV} 
with multiplication given by (t, v)( t’, v’) = (tt’, tv’ + vt’) and (t, U, v) 
(t’, u’, v’) = (tt’, tu’ + ut’, tv’ + vt’) respectively. Both S and R are uniserial 
local rings with just one circular clique, B. B contains only one element. 
Both S and R are commutative with nonzero socle. Z2(S) = 0, Z3(R) = 0. By 
[4, Theorem 2.4, p. 1451 applied to the ideal Z(S) (resp. Z2(R)), End(Z(S)) 
(resp. End(Z2(R)) is isomorphic to the completion of T. So by [3, 
Theorem 2.23, S (resp. R) is not (right) self-injective. Hence it is not QF-3. 
If either one had uniserial injective hull, we could prove S z J(S) (resp. 
R g J(R)). But J. Socle = 0 (in both rings), contradiction. It follows that 
E(S/J(S)) and E,(R/J(R)) are not uniserial. 
If the ring Tin the example above is chosen to be complete, the resulting 
rings are PF. (The first of these is a well-known example due to Osofsky 
C9l.J 
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2. STRUCTURE THEOREMS 
We shall describe the structure of an arbitrary serial ring with Krull 
dimension one in terms of the elementary serial rings determined by the 
cliques. Inasmuch as elementary serial rings are not hard to construct, this 
gives a way of constructing various serial rings with Krull dimension one. 
If e is a local idempotent of the ring R, B(e) denotes the unique clique 
containing eR. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let R he a serial ring with Krull dimension one. Then 
t.fa.e. 
(a) R is indecomposable; 
(b) given any two cliques B and B’, there exists a natural number n 
such that a”(B) = B’ or a”(B’) = B. 
In particular, an elementary serial ring is indecomposable. 
Proof Assume (b) holds. Suppose 1 = f + g where fRg = 0 = gRf, 
0 #f = f 2, 0 # g = g2. Let eR be a local direct summand of fR and hR a 
local direct summand of gR. Say eR E B, hR E B’, and suppose, without loss 
of generality, that B = a(B’). Then let e’R E B, h’R EB’, XE h’Z\h’Z* such 
that e’R + xR is a projective cover. Then it is easy to see that e’R is a 
direct summand of fR, h’R is a direct summand of gR, yet h’Re’f0, 
contradiction. Hence R is indecomposable. 
Conversely assume R is indecomposable. For a fixed clique B and fixed 
decomposition 1 = C,, F e as a sum of local orthogonal idempotents, let 
U={e~Flfor some n, B(e)=@(B) or B=a”(B(e))}, V=F\U. Let 
u=LECle, v=LEy e’. If (b) is false, both u and v are nonzero. We claim 
that uRv = 0 = vRu. Indeed, a nonzero homomorphism ~1 vR -+ uR yields a 
nonzero homomorphism cp’: e’R -+ eR for some e’ E I’, e E U. It is clear that 
B(e’)=c#B(e) for some k30. If B(e)=a”(B), we have B(e’)=a”+&(B), 
hence e’ E U, contradiction. If B = #B(e), uniqueness of (clique) 
predecessors and successors implies either B(e’) = a’(B) or B = o’B(e’) for 
some t. Again e’ E U, contradiction. Hence uRv = 0. Similarly vRu = 0. This 
contradicts indecomposability of R. Hence (b) holds. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If R is an indecomposable serial ring with Krull dimen- 
sion one, then R has at most one clique with no predecessor and at most one 
with no successor. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. The following are equivalent: 
(a) R is an indecomposable serial ring of Krull dimension one with 
cliques B, , . . . . B, indexed so that o(Bi) = Bi + i for i = 1, . . . . n - 1, B, has no 
predecessor and B, has no successor; 
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(b) R is Morita equivalent to an upper triangular matrix ring 
s= 
where 
91 Ml2 Ml, ... Ml, 
0 s* M,, ... M,, 
. . 
0 . . s, 
(i) for i= 1, . . . . n, S, is an elementary Noetherian serial ring; 
(ii) for all i=l,..., n-l, M,,+,#O. For i<j, M, is a left S,-, 
right S,-module such that for each local idempotent eE Si and for each 
0 # y E eSi, yM, = eMti is uniserial; 
111) 
k<l. (“’ 
for i< j< k, there exists a bimodule homomorphism cp(i, j, k): 
M, 0 Mjk + Mik such that the following diagram commutes whenever i < j c 
I 
did) 
qp(i,k,l) ) Mi/ 
Multiplication in S is defined via these homomorphisms; 
(iv) for each local idempotent e E Si, each local element x E eM,, and 
each k > j, the restriction of cp(i, j, k) to xS, @ M, + eMik is an 
epimorphism; 
(v) the left-right symmetry of (ii) and (iv) holds for M, considered 
as a left S,-module. 
Proof Suppose (a) holds. Let {eR (e = e* E R} be a representative set of 
isomorphism classes of local projective R-modules. For i = 1, . . . . n, let ui = 
C{eIeREB;}. Clearly R is M orita equivalent to the matrix ring [uiRuj] 
(i, j = 1, . . . . n). Each Si= u,Ru, is an elementary Noetherian serial ring 
(indeed, there are no nonzero homomorphisms: uiR + u,Z). Let 
M, = u,Ruj. Obviously if e is a local idempotent of Si, eMU is a uniserial 
right S,-module. If i < j and 0 # y = ey E eRui, consider yRu,. We will show 
yRuj = eRu,. An element eru, corresponds to a homomorphism u/R --+ eR 
and since i < j, erui must lie in eZ. Now y corresponds to a homomorphism 
uiR -+ eR. By considering successors, if the image does not contain eZ, it 
must be contained in eZ” implying that B, has a predecessor. Hence 
eruiE yRu,. Thus (i) and (ii) hold. 
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Clearly ui Ru,@ u, Ru, + u, Ru,, where uirujQ u,su, H uirujsuk satisfies 
condition (iii). 
Let e be a local idempotent of uiRui, f a local idempotent of ujRuj, and 
x = exf a local element of uiRuj. Without loss of generality, let y = eyg be a 
local element of ui Ru, where g is a local idempotent of uk Ruk (i c j -C k). 
We will show that y E xR. This is trivial if y = 0. If y # 0, there is a nonzero 
homomorphism: gR -+ eR. Since gR E B,, eR E Bi, the image is contained in 
elk -- 1 d eZ’- i+ ’ B xR. This proves (iv). 
(v) is just the left-right symmetry of (ii) and (iv) in light of 
Proposition 1.1. 
It remains to show that u, Ru, = 0 whenever i > i. If not, there exist local 
projectives P E B,, Q E B,, and a nonzero homomorphism cp: Q -+ P. This 
implies B, = o”B, for some s > 0. By construction, Bi= a’-‘B,. Taking 
successors yields B, = a’-“+ “B,. Since B, has no successor, i-j + s = 0; 
s < 0, contradiction. Hence (b) holds. 
Assume now that (b) holds. Condition (ii) guarantees that for any i, for 
any local idempotent e E Si, and 0 # y E eSi 
b...O % * . ..*I S> [o...O i eA4i,i+,~~~ekfin] . 
Condition (iv) implies that for j > i and x a local element of eM,-, 
i 
0 o...o 0 y *...* 
0 1 [ 
0 
S> O...O 0 0 eMi,j+,~~~eM,, . 
0 1 
Hence S is right serial with Krull dimension one. By symmetry S is left 
serial. It is clear that S is indecomposable, that its cliques are linearly 
ordered by successors, and that S has a clique with no successor. These 
properties are preserved under Morita equivalence. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose R is an indecomposable serial ring with Krull 
dimension one. Suppose R has distinct cliques B, , . . . . B,, n > 1, such that 
a(Bi) = Bi + 1 for i = 1, . . . . n - 1 and a(B,) = B, . Then R/I’ is Morita 
equivalent to a matrix ring 
s= 
3, M,, 0 '.. 0 0 
0 s, M,, ... 0 0 
. . . . 
. . . . 
0 0 0 ..’ s,-, M,-,,, 
J4,, 0 0 ..’ 0 s, 
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where 
(i) for i= 1, . . . . n, Si is an elementary Noetherian serial ring; 
(ii) O#Mjj+, is a left S,-, right Si+ , -bimodule such that for each 
local idempotent e E Si, eMi,,+, is zero or a uniserial right Si+ ,-module and 
for all O# yEeS,, yM,,;+, =eM,,;+,; 
(iii) the left-right symmetry of (ii) holds; 
(iv) with indices reduced mod n, for aN i, 
Mi.r+I@Mi+l.i+2=0. 
ProoJ The proof is essentially the same as that of Proposition 2.3. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. Let R be a semiperfect ring such that Ik = 0 for some 
k. Then R is serial iff R/Z’ is serial. 
Proof: (* ) Trivial. 
(+) Suppose R/Z2 is serial. Let e = e2 be a local idempotent of R. We 
first claim that given a local element x E eR\eZ’, if x 4 eZ, then xl= eZ and if 
XE eZ\eZ’, then xl = eZ2. Indeed, suppose XE eR\eZ is local. Since eR/eZ’ 
is uniserial, eZd xl+ eZ2 (Prop. A). Hence eZd xl+ xl2 + eZ’ < . . . < 
xl + eZk = xl. Obviously xl d eZ 
Now let XE eZ\eZ2 be a fixed local element and let 0 # yeer\eZ2 be any 
other local element. Either yR < xR + eZ2 or, for some largest possible m, 
xRd yJ” +eZ’. In the first case, yZ<xZ+eZ3. In the second case, without 
loss of generality, assume y = yg where g = g2 is a local idempotent of R. 
Write x= yj+z wherejEgJm\gJ”+l and ZE~Z~. Then (x-z) R= yjR= 
yJ”>yJ”+‘. Hence (x-z)Z= yJ”‘Z= yZ Thus yZ<xZ+zZGxZ+eZ3. 
Now eZ2 = C{ yZ( y is local, y E eZ\eZ2} <xl+ eZ3 Q xl+ xl2 + eZ4 < 
. . . d XL This establishes the first claim. 
We now claim that eR/eZ3 is uniserial. Suppose x’, y’ E eR/eZ3 (using ’ to 
denote classes modulo eZ3). Let 1 = C u be a decomposition of 1 as a sum 
of local orthogonal idempotents. xR = C xuR. Similarly for yR. Thus it is 
suflicient to reduce to the case where x, y are local elements. If both x and 
y lie in eR\eZ’, since eRjeZ2 is uniserial, either xR d yR + eZ2 or vice versa. 
This gives xR d yR + yZ by the first claim. Hence, xR < yR (or vice versa). 
If x E eRieI and y E eZ2\eZ3, we have yR d eZ2 = xl< xR. If both x and y 
lie in eZ2\eZ3, choose any local element z E eZ\eZ2. Then zRJzZ2 is uniserial, 
zZ=eZ’, and zZ2=eZ3; hence eZ2/eZ3 is uniserial so either x/R< y’R or 
y’R < x’R. 
The proof may now be completed by induction. 
In light of Proposition 2.5, if R is a semiperfect serial ring with Zk = 0 and 
if R/Z2 is Morita equivalent to a ring S with the structure described in 
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Proposition 2.4, then R is serial and indecomposable with Krull dimension 
one. 
EXAMPLES. 1. Any indecomposable right Noetherian serial ring has 
only two cliques B, , B, where B, = o(B, ), B, is circular, B, is linear, B, 
has no predecessor, and B, has no successor [lo]. Thus Proposition 2.5 
incorporates Singh’s structure theorem for right Noetherian serial rings. 
2. Let T denote the ring of integers localized at a prime ideal (p), 
U = E( T/J( T)), V= E(T), B = End(U), C = End( V). Then B and C are 
serial Noetherian and the rings [ t y] and [g F] satisfy Proposition 2.3. 
3. (cf. [6]). Let A be a discrete valuation ring with J(A) =x,4. Let 
B=At-yl,,.,, be the polynomial ring localized at the ideal (y). Let 
R = A + yB. It is shown in [6] that R has a chain of ideals 
R>xR> ... > fi x”R=yB= fi yx”R> . . . >yx”R> . . . 
n=l n=l 
> fi yx”R=y’B= 6 y2xnR> . . . . 
n= I n=l 
Any factor ring T of R of the form R/I” is local, serial, homogeneous, and 
has Krull dimension one, so it satisfies the properties required for T in 
Proposition 1.9. 
4. If T is any semihereditary serial ring with Krull dimension one, its 
maximal right quotient ring, Q, coincides with its maximal left quotient 
ring [ 143, and the ring 
R= 
satisfies Proposition 2.4. 
TQO..OO 
0 TQ... . 
. . . . . 
. . . . . . 
0.. . . . 
Q. . ..TQ 
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